TENSINET wants to ensure, that members committing to the code of conduct offer exclusively products and services on the market which fulfil the quality ordered by the client and which meet the applicable norms, standards and laws. In addition, they agree to take into account the state of the art (technology) and provide the highest possible quality.

Every member should be aware of his individual responsibility for the quality of the own work. The delivery of quality serves to avoid errors and deficiencies, to ensure the satisfaction of the customer and finally the trust in structures with membrane materials. This does not only serve the respective company, but also the sustained growth and well-being of the membrane construction market. This is a major goal of TENSINET formulated in the Memorandum of Understanding.

Everyone stating to follow the “Good practice” rules has to consider all General Aspects as well as the Rules formulated for the individual party he or his company is belonging to. See link https://www.tensinet.com/files/Announcement__calls/TENSINET%20-%20Code%20of%20Conduct%20-%20WG%20good%20practice-1.pdf

---

**SUBSCRIBE!** As member you can subscribe the General Aspects and Individual Rules.

Name member:.................................................................................................................................................................................................

Name firm:........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Individual Rules - Please state which Individual Rule(s)

- Raw material suppliers
- Membrane Material producers
- Membrane Manufacturers
- Architects
- Designers/ Engineers
- Others: …..

Members subscribing this Code of Conduct will be mentioned on the TensiNet website. Send your subscription to info@tensinet.com